Meeting Briefing
EUROLAB and IMEKO signed a new MoU to consolidate their communication and
collaboration on joint future projects
December 2nd 2021- Online meeting

Participants: Paolo Moscatti, EUROLAB President, Frank Härtig, IMEKO President, Drewin
Nieuwenhuis, EUROLAB Secretary-General, Laura Martin, EUROLAB International Affairs Manager,
Ioana Voicila, EUROLAB Policy Officer, Mladen Jakovcic, Croatian Metrology Society President, Zoltan
Zelenka, IMEKO Secretary-General, Leonardo Iannucci, IMEKO TC 24 Scientific Secretary, Kristine
Zelenka, IMEKO Secretary, Tatjana Tomic, IMEKO TC 24 Chair.

EUROLAB and IMEKO (International Measurement Confederation) are delighted to announce
the signature of the new Memorandum of Understanding which took place on December 2nd,
2021, which comes as the next step in enhancing closer cooperation between the two
organisations.
With the opportunity of the signature of the MoU, the Presidents of EUROLAB, Paolo Moscatti,
and IMEKO, Frank Härtig, along with the Secretariats of both organisations, discussed key
topics of relevance.
The focus was around the cooperation opportunities for the first quarter of 2022 regarding the
joint organisation of events such as the “45 minutes seminars’’, where experts could share
ideas and expertise on various metrology topics. Also, for the third quarter of 2022, the
discussion was concentrated on the organisation of conferences related to different IMEKO
Technical Committees such as TC6 Digitalization, TC11 Measurement for Testing, Inspection
and Certification, TC 24 Chemical Measurements and TC 23 Metrology in Foods and Nutrition,
for which EUROLAB will be supporting IMEKO and delighted to be an official partner.
Moreover, the discussions included the close cooperation in terms of the communication
activities, exchange of key information of newsletter’s publications, creation of interactive
videos between the two organisations on topics of relevance, enhance of the communication
of the two Secretariats with regular exchange of relevant data.
Last but not least, the two organisations will maintain continuous communication to explore
new opportunities on common topics and activities such as organisations of webinars on
Decision Rules and Sampling, Lab of the future and Digitalisation.
To find the MoU, click here.

